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Top 1000 7s by Probability (most likely to be on your rack) 

ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S] 

ATONIES AEINOST ATONY, muscular weakness [n] 

ARENITE AEEINRT rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n -S] 

RETINAE AEEINRT RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

GOATIER AEGIORT GOATY, suggestive of goat [adj] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

LATRINE AEILNRT type of toilet [n -S] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj] 

RETINAL AEILNRT retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

ANESTRI AEINRST ANESTRUS, period of sexual dormancy [n] 

ANTSIER AEINRST ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETINAS AEINRST RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S] 

STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S] 

STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n -S] 

RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TAURINE AEINRTU chemical compound [n -S] 

URANITE AEINRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

URINATE AEINRTU to discharge urine [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DARIOLE ADEILOR type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n -S] 

ANODISE ADEINOS to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

IODATES ADEIOST IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

TOADIES ADEIOST TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

ANISOLE AEILNOS chemical compound [n -S] 

ISOLATE AEILOST to set apart from others [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INERTIA AEIINRT tendency of body to resist acceleration [n -E, -S] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S] 

SENATOR AENORST member of senate [n -S] 

TREASON AENORST violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 
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OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETINOL EILNORT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

ORIENTS EINORST ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY [adj] 

ROUTINE EINORTU regular course of procedure [n -S] 

ALIENER AEEILNR alienor (one that transfers property) [n -S] 

LINEATE AEEILNT marked with lines [adj] 

ATELIER AEEILRT workshop or studio [n -S] 

ETESIAN AEEINST annually recurring wind [n -S] 

AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

SERIATE AEEIRST to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AERADIO AADEIOR Canadian radio service for pilots [n -S] 

AEOLIAN AAEILNO eolian (pertaining to wind) [adj] 

ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S] 

GRANITE AEGINRT type of rock [n -S]  

GRATINE AEGINRT covered with crust [adj] 

INGRATE AEGINRT ungrateful person [n -S] 

TANGIER AEGINRT TANGY, pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [adj] 

TEARING AEGINRT TEAR, to emit tears (drops of saline liquid secreted by gland of eye) [v] 

TAENIAE AAEEINT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

ARENOSE AEENORS sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

ELOINER EEILNOR one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n -S] 

NIOBATE ABEINOT chemical salt [n -S] 

ACONITE ACEINOT poisonous herb [n -S] 

EROTICA ACEIORT literature or art dealing with sexual love [n EROTICA, -S] 

MORAINE AEIMNOR accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n -S] 

ROMAINE AEIMNOR variety of lettuce [n -S] 

AMNIOTE AEIMNOT vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n -S] 

GODETIA ADEGIOT showy annual herb [n -S] 

AGONIES AEGINOS AGONY, extreme pain [n] 

AGONISE AEGINOS to agonize (to suffer extreme pain) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NEGATOR AEGNORT negater (one that negates (to nullify)) [n -S] 

GENITOR EGINORT male parent [n -S] 

DILATER ADEILRT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRIALED ADEILRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

RANDIES ADEINRS RANDY, rude person [n] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SARDINE ADEINRS to pack tightly [v -E, -NING, -S] 

UNAIRED ADEINRU not aired (to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth)) [adj] 

URANIDE ADEINRU uranium (radioactive element) [n -S] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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DETAINS ADEINST DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

INSTEAD ADEINST as substitute or equivalent [adv] 

NIDATES ADEINST NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

SAINTED ADEINST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SATINED ADEINST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

STAINED ADEINST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

AUDIENT ADEINTU one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n -S] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 

DIASTER ADEIRST stage in mitosis [n -S]  

DISRATE ADEIRST to lower in rating or rank [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

TARDIES ADEIRST TARDY, instance of being late [n] 

TIRADES ADEIRST TIRADE, long, vehement speech [n] 

ALINERS AEILNRS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

SALIENT AEILNST part of fortification projecting closest to enemy [n -S] 

SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S] 

SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj] 

TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n] 

ALUNITE AEILNTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SALTIRE AEILRST heraldic design [n -S] 

SLATIER AEILRST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

URALITE AEILRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]  

AUNTIES AEINSTU AUNTIE, aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n] / AUNTY [n] 

SINUATE AEINSTU to curve in and out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REGINAE AEEGINR REGINA, queen [n] 

DIATRON ADINORT circuitry design that uses diodes [n -S] 

AROINTS AINORST AROINT, to drive away [v] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

ARANEID AADEINR spider [n -S]  

AIRDATE AADEIRT scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

RADIATE AADEIRT to emit rays [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TIARAED AADEIRT TIARA, jeweled headpiece worn by women [adj] 

ENTASIA AAEINST spasmodic contraction of muscle [n -S] 

TAENIAS AAEINST TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

ARISTAE AAEIRST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 
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ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

ATRESIA AAEIRST absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S] 

DENARII ADEIINR DENARIUS, coin of ancient Rome [n] 

INEDITA ADEIINT unpublished literary works [n INEDITA] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

SENARII AEIINRS SENARIUS, Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n] 

ISATINE AEIINST isatin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

ISOLEAD ADEILOS line on ballistic graph [n -S] 

LADRONE ADELNOR thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

TALONED ADELNOT TALON, claw of bird of prey [adj] 

DELATOR ADELORT one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

RONDEAU ADENORU short poem of fixed form [n -X] 

DONATES ADENOST DONATE, to contribute [v] 

ROASTED ADEORST ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

TORSADE ADEORST twisted cord [n -S] 

OUTDARE ADEORTU to surpass in daring [v -D, -RING, -S] 

OUTREAD ADEORTU to surpass in reading [v OUTREAD, -ING, -S] 

READOUT ADEORTU presentation of computer data [n -S] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 

RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

ALEURON AELNORU aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n -S] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

TOLANES AELNOST TOLANE, tolan (chemical compound) [n] 

OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

TORULAE AELORTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

ARENOUS AENORSU arenose (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

SOUTANE AENOSTU cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

LENTOID DEILNOT object shaped like lens [n -S] 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORDINES DEINORS ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

ROSINED DEINORS ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

SORDINE DEINORS device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 

DOURINE DEINORU disease of horses [n -S] 

NEUROID DEINORU resembling nerve [adj] 

EDITORS DEIORST EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

SORTIED DEIORST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

STEROID DEIORST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

STORIED DEIORST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

TRIODES DEIORST TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

OUTRIDE DEIORTU to ride faster or better than [v -RODE, -DDEN, -ING, -S] 

NEROLIS EILNORS NEROLI, fragrant oil [n] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ONLIEST EILNOST only [adj] 
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ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S] 

OUTLINE EILNOTU to indicate main features or different parts of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

LOITERS EILORST LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

OUTLIER EILORTU outlying area or portion [n -S] 

URINOSE EINORSU pertaining to urine (liquid containing body wastes) [adj] 

STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT tranny (transmission) [n -NIES] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TERRAIN AEINRRT tract of land [n -S] 

TRAINER AEINRRT one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n -S] 

INTREAT AEINRTT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ITERANT AEINRTT repeating [adj] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NITRATE AEINRTT to treat with nitric acid [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TERTIAN AEINRTT recurrent fever [n -S] 

ALIENED ADEEILN ALIEN, to transfer to another, as property [v] 

DELAINE ADEEILN wool fabric [n -S] 

LEADIER ADEEILR LEADY, resembling lead [adj] 

ANISEED ADEEINS seed of anise used as flavoring [n -S] 

DEARIES ADEEIRS DEARIE, deary (darling (much-loved person)) [n] / DEARY [n] 

READIES ADEEIRS READY, to make ready [v] 

IDEATES ADEEIST IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

AUDITEE ADEEITU one that is audited [n -S] 

REALISE AEEILRS to realize (to understand completely) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENTERAL AEELNRT enteric (pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal)) [adj] 

ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S] 

TELERAN AEELNRT system of air navigation [n -S] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

STERANE AEENRST chemical compound [n -S] 

ENTIRES EEINRST ENTIRE, whole of something [n] 

ENTRIES EEINRST ENTRY, place of entrance [n] 

RETINES EEINRST RETINE, substance in cells that retards growth and cell division [n] 

TRIENES EEINRST TRIENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

RETINUE EEINRTU group of attendants [n -S] 

REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

UTERINE EEINRTU UTERUS, organ of female mammals [adj] 

CERATIN ACEINRT keratin (fibrous protein) [n -S] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CREATIN ACEINRT creatine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

TACRINE ACEINRT drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n -S] 

FAINTER AEFINRT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] / one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n -S] 
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HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

INEARTH AEHINRT to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THERIAN AEHINRT any of subclass of mammals [n -S] 

MINARET AEIMNRT slender tower attached to mosque [n -S] 

RAIMENT AEIMNRT clothing (wearing apparel) [n -S] 

PAINTER AEINPRT one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n -S] 

PERTAIN AEINPRT to have reference or relation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TAWNIER AEINRTW TAWNY, light brown [adj] 

TINWARE AEINRTW articles made of tinplate [n -S] 

AEROSAT AAEORST satellite for use in air-traffic control [n -S] 

EDITION DEIINOT particular series of printed material [n -S] 

DIORITE DEIIORT igneous rock [n -S]  

IONISER EIINORS ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

IRONIES EIINORS IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [n] 

IRONISE EIINORS to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

NOISIER EIINORS NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

INOSITE EIINOST inositol (alcohol found in plant and animal tissue) [n -S] 

OATIEST AEIOSTT OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] 

DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRADINE ADEGINR one of series of steps [n -S] 

GRAINED ADEGINR GRAIN, to form into small particles [v] 

READING ADEGINR material that is read [n -S] / READ, to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed [v] 

TRIAGED ADEGIRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

ALIGNER AEGILNR one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n -S] 

ENGRAIL AEGILNR to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NARGILE AEGILNR narghile (hookah (water pipe)) [n -S] 

REALIGN AEGILNR to align again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGINAL AEGILNR REGINA, queen [adj] 

ATINGLE AEGILNT tingling [adj] 

ELATING AEGILNT ELATE, to raise spirits of [v] 

GELATIN AEGILNT glutinous substance [n -S] 

GENITAL AEGILNT pertaining to reproduction [adj] 

TAGLINE AEGILNT final line of play or joke that makes point [n -S] 

EARINGS AEGINRS EARING, line on ship [n] 

ERASING AEGINRS ERASE, to rub or scrape out [v] 

GAINERS AEGINRS GAINER, one that gains (to acquire (to come into possession of)) [n] 

REAGINS AEGINRS REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [n] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REGINAS AEGINRS REGINA, queen [n] 

SEARING AEGINRS SEAR, to burn surface of [v] 

SERINGA AEGINRS Brazilian tree [n -S] 

EASTING AEGINST movement toward east [n -S] 

EATINGS AEGINST EATING, act of consuming food [n] 

GENISTA AEGINST shrub with yellow flowers [n -S] 

INGATES AEGINST INGATE, channel by which molten metal enters mold [n] 
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INGESTA AEGINST ingested material [n INGESTA] 

SEATING AEGINST material for covering seats [n -S] / SEAT, to place on seat (something on which one sits) [v] 

TAGINES AEGINST TAGINE, tajine (earthenware Moroccan cooking pot) [n] 

TEASING AEGINST TEASE, to make fun of [v] 

UNITAGE AEGINTU amount in units [n -S] 

AIGRETS AEGIRST AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

GAITERS AEGIRST GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 

SEAGIRT AEGIRST surrounded by sea [adj] 

STAGIER AEGIRST STAGEY, stagy [adj] / STAGY, having theatrical quality [adj] 

TRIAGES AEGIRST TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

ORATION AINOORT formal speech [n -S] 

NORTENA AENNORT style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n -S] 

INTONER EINNORT one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n -S] 

TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S] 

TRITONE EINORTT musical interval of three whole tones [n -S] 

ENOLASE AEELNOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

AREOLES AEELORS AREOLE, areola (small space in network of leaf veins) [n] 

AUREOLE AEELORU to surround with halo [v -D, -LING, -S] 

OLEATES AEELOST OLEATE, chemical salt [n] 

AENEOUS AEENOSU having greenish gold color [adj] 

ELOINED DEEILNO ELOIN, to eloign (to remove to distant place) [v] 

REOILED DEEILOR REOIL, to oil again [v] 

OREIDES DEEIORS OREIDE, oroide (alloy used to imitate gold) [n] 

OSIERED DEEIORS OSIER, European tree [adj] 

OLEINES EEILNOS OLEINE, olein (liquid portion of fat) [n] 

ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n] 

NITERIE EEIINRT nitery (nightclub) [n -S] 

ORATING AGINORT ORATE, to speak formally [v] 

ISOBARE ABEIORS isobar (type of atom (smallest unit of element)) [n -S] 

CODEINA ACDEINO codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

CALORIE ACEILOR unit of heat [n -S] 

CARIOLE ACEILOR small, open carriage [n -S] 

COALIER ACEILOR COALY, containing coal [adj] 

LORICAE ACEILOR LORICA, protective covering or shell [n] 

ALOETIC ACEILOT ALOE, African plant [adj] 

ACINOSE ACEINOS ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ORACIES ACEIORS ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] 

SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

AMIDONE ADEIMNO chemical compound [n -S] 

DOMAINE ADEIMNO vineyard in Burgundy [n -S] 

NAEVOID ADEINOV NAEVUS, nevus (birthmark) [adj] 

OPIATED ADEIOPT OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

AVODIRE ADEIORV African tree [n -S] 

AVOIDER ADEIORV one that avoids (to keep away from) [n -S] 

FOLIATE AEFILOT to hammer into thin plates [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AIRHOLE AEHILOR hole to let air in or out [n -S] 

LOAMIER AEILMOR LOAMY, resembling loam [adj] 

OPALINE AEILNOP opaque white glass [n -S] 

PELORIA AEILOPR abnormal regularity of flower form [n -S]  

VARIOLE AEILORV foveola (small fovea) [n -S] 

VIOLATE AEILOTV to break or disregard terms or requirements of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ANOMIES AEIMNOS ANOMIE, collapse of social structures governing given society [n] / ANOMY [n] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

AMOSITE AEIMOST type of asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

ATOMIES AEIMOST ATOMY, tiny particle [n] 

ATOMISE AEIMOST to atomize (to reduce to fine spray) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EPINAOS AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

SENOPIA AEINOPS improvement of near vision [n -S] 

EVASION AEINOSV act of evading (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit) [n -S] 

SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

ATOPIES AEIOPST ATOPY, type of allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [n] 

OPIATES AEIOPST OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

OVARIES AEIORSV OVARY, female reproductive gland [n] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (erode))) [adj] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 

TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

ARIETTE AEEIRTT arietta (short aria) [n -S] 

ITERATE AEEIRTT to repeat (to say or do again) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

BARONET ABENORT holder of rank below that of baron [n -S] 

REBOANT ABENORT resounding loudly [adj] 

ENACTOR ACENORT one that enacts (to make into law) [n -S] 

ANOTHER AEHNORT one more [adj] 

TONEARM AEMNORT pivoted part of record player that holds needle [n -S] 

OPERANT AENOPRT one that operates (to perform function) [n -S] 

PRONATE AENOPRT to turn palm downward or backward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROTEAN AENOPRT type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

BORNITE BEINORT ore of copper [n -S]  

COINTER CEINORT to bury together [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

NOTICER CEINORT one that notices (to become aware of) [n -S] 

POINTER EINOPRT one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n -S] 

PROTEIN EINOPRT nitrogenous organic compound [n -S] 

REPOINT EINOPRT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TROPINE EINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

ODONATE ADENOOT any of order of predacious insects [n -S] 

LOONIER EILNOOR LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n -S] 

ISOTONE EINOOST type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n -S] 

TOONIES EINOOST TOONIE, Canadian two-dollar coin [n] 

SOOTIER EIOORST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 
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ANERGIA AAEGINR anergy (lack of energy) [n -S] 

BETAINE ABEEINT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

HERNIAE AEEHINR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

ETAMINE AEEIMNT loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

MATINEE AEEIMNT daytime performance [n -S] 

EMERITA AEEIMRT retired woman who retains honorary title [n -E, -S] 

EMIRATE AEEIMRT rank of emir [n -S] 

MEATIER AEEIMRT MEATY, full of meat [adj] 

PERINEA AEEINPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [n] 

NAIVETE AEEINTV quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n -S] 

PEATIER AEEIPRT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

GEOIDAL ADEGILO GEOID, hypothetical surface of earth [adj] 

GOALIES AEGILOS GOALIE, player who defends against goals [n] 

SOILAGE AEGILOS green crops for feeding animals [n -S] 

EULOGIA AEGILOU EULOGIUM, eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n] / blessing (prayer (devout petition to deity)) [n -S] / holy bread [n -E, -S] 

AREOLAE AAEELOR AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

GROANED ADEGNOR GROAN, to utter low, mournful sound [v] 

TANGOED ADEGNOT TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

GAROTED ADEGORT GAROTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

TANGELO AEGLNOT citrus fruit [n -S] 

GLOATER AEGLORT one that gloats (to regard with great or excessive satisfaction) [n -S] 

LEGATOR AEGLORT one that legates (to bequeath (to grant by testament)) [n -S] 

ONAGERS AEGNORS ONAGER, wild ass of central Asia [n] 

ORANGES AEGNORS ORANGE, citrus fruit [n] 

ONSTAGE AEGNOST being on part of stage visible to audience [adj] 

TANGOES AEGNOST TANGO, to perform Latin American dance [v] 

GAROTES AEGORST GAROTE, to garrote (to execute by strangling) [v] 

ORGEATS AEGORST ORGEAT, almond-flavored syrup [n] 

STORAGE AEGORST place for storing [n -S] 

TOERAGS AEGORST TOERAG, contemptible person [n] 

OUTRAGE AEGORTU to arouse anger or resentment in [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ERODING DEGINOR ERODE, to wear away by constant friction [v] 

GROINED DEGINOR GROIN, to build with intersecting arches [v] 

IGNORED DEGINOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

NEGROID DEGINOR member of black race [n -S] 

REDOING DEGINOR REDO, to do again [v] 

INGOTED DEGINOT INGOT, to shape into convenient form for storage [v] 

GOITRED DEGIORT GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [adj] 

LENTIGO EGILNOT freckle [n -GINES] 

ERINGOS EGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

IGNORES EGINORS IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

REGIONS EGINORS REGION, administrative area or division [n] 

SIGNORE EGINORS SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] / signor (Italian title of courtesy for man) [n -RI] 

GOITERS EGIORST GOITER, enlargement of thyroid gland [n] 

GOITRES EGIORST GOITRE, goiter (enlargement of thyroid gland) [n] 

GORIEST EGIORST GORY, bloody (stained with blood) [adj] 
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GOUTIER EGIORTU GOUTY, affected with gout [adj] 

AEROBIA AABEIOR AEROBIUM, aerobe (organism that requires oxygen to live) [n] 

EPINAOI AEIINOP EPINAOS, rear vestibule [n] 

DENIALS ADEILNS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

SNAILED ADEILNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

ALIUNDE ADEILNU from source extrinsic to matter at hand [adv] 

UNIDEAL ADEILNU not ideal [adj] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk) [n] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

UREDIAL ADEILRU pertaining to uredium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [adj] 

DETAILS ADEILST DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DILATES ADEILST DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

RESIDUA ADEIRSU RESIDUUM, residue (something remaining after removal of part) [n] 

DAUTIES ADEISTU DAUTIE, small pet [n] 

INSULAE AEILNSU INSULA, region of brain [n] 

INULASE AEILNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

DARNEST ADENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

DAUNTER ADENRTU one that daunts (to intimidate) [n -S] 

NATURED ADENRTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [adj] 

UNRATED ADENRTU not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

UNTREAD ADENRTU to tread back [v -ED, -ROD, -RODDEN,-ING, -S] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

NEUTRAL AELNRTU one that is impartial [n -S] 

NATURES AENRSTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [n] 

SAUNTER AENRSTU to walk in leisurely manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TENDRIL DEILNRT leafless organ of climbing plants [n -S] 

TRINDLE DEILNRT to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

INTRUDE DEINRTU to thrust or force oneself in [v -D, -DING, -S] 

TURDINE DEINRTU belonging to large family of singing birds [adj] 

UNTIRED DEINRTU not tired (sapped of strength) [adj] 

UNTRIED DEINRTU not tried (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [adj] 

LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

TRIUNES EINRSTU TRIUNE, trinity (group of three) [n] 

UNITERS EINRSTU UNITER, one that unites (to bring together so as to form whole) [n] 

LINEAGE AEEGILN direct descent from ancestor [n -D] 

EGALITE AEEGILT equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n -S] 

EUGENIA AEEGINU tropical evergreen tree [n -S] 

ORDINAL ADILNOR number designating position in series [n -S] 

DILATOR ADILORT one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 
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DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

INROADS ADINORS INROAD, hostile invasion [n] 

ORDAINS ADINORS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

AUDITOR ADIORTU one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n -S] 

LATINOS AILNOST LATINO, Latin American [n] 

TALIONS AILNOST TALION, retaliation for crime [n] 

OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

ORALIST AILORST advocate of oralism [n -S] 

RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

SAUTOIR AIORSTU saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

NEONATE AEENNOT newborn child [n -S]  

ONERIER EEINORR ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

GRANTEE AEEGNRT one to whom something is granted [n -S] 

GREATEN AEEGNRT to make greater [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEGATER AEEGNRT one that negates (to nullify (to make useless or ineffective)) [n -S] 

REAGENT AEEGNRT substance used in chemical reaction to ascertain nature or composition of another [n -S] 

INTEGER EEGINRT whole number [n -S] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

ACETONE ACEENOT flammable liquid [n -S]  

OCREATE ACEEORT having ocreae (sheathing plant part) [adj] 

OPERATE AEEOPRT to perform function [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OVERATE AEEORTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

OVEREAT AEEORTV to eat to excess [v -RATE, -EN, -ING, -S] 

EBONITE BEEINOT hard rubber [n -S] 

COTERIE CEEIORT clique [n -S] 

HEROINE EEHINOR brave woman [n -S] 

ONETIME EEIMNOT former [adj] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PIONEER EEINOPR to take part in beginnings of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RADIALE AADEILR bone of carpus [n -IA] 

NAIADES AADEINS NAIAD, water nymph [n] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

DELIRIA ADEIILR DELIRIUM, wild frenzy [n] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

DAIRIES ADEIIRS DAIRY, establishment dealing in milk products [n] 

DIARIES ADEIIRS DIARY, personal journal [n] 

LAITIES AEIILST LAITY, nonclerical membership of religious faith [n] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

INDITER DEIINRT one that indites (to write or compose) [n -S] 

NITRIDE DEIINRT to convert into nitride (compound of nitrogen) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

LINTIER EIILNRT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

NITRILE EIILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 
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LOADERS ADELORS LOADER, one that loads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n] 

ORDEALS ADELORS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

ROULADE ADELORU musical embellishment [n -S] 

SOLATED ADELOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

OUTLEAD ADELOTU to surpass in leading [v -LED, -ING, -S] 

AROUSED ADEORSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

INDOLES DEILNOS INDOLE, chemical compound [n] 

UNOILED DEILNOU not oiled (to supply with oil (greasy liquid used for lubrication, fuel, or illumination)) [adj] 

SOLDIER DEILORS to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

TOLUIDE DEILOTU amide (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

OUTSIDE DEIOSTU outer side, surface, or part [n -S] 

TEDIOUS DEIOSTU causing weariness (quality of being weary (tired (sapped of strength))) [adj] 

ELUSION EILNOSU act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n -S] 

LOUSIER EILORSU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj] 

SOILURE EILORSU stain or smudge [n -S] 

OUTLIES EILOSTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

ALATION AAILNOT state of having wings [n -S] 

ATONIAS AAINOST ATONIA, atony (muscular weakness) [n] 

RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

SNORTED DENORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

TENOURS ENORSTU TENOUR, tenor (high male singing voice) [n] 

TONSURE ENORSTU to shave head of [v -D, -RING, -S] 

GOATEED ADEEGOT GOATEE, small pointed beard [adj] 

AEROGEL AEEGLOR highly porous solid [n -S] 

GOATEES AEEGOST GOATEE, small pointed beard [n] 

GENOISE EEGINOS rich sponge cake [n -S] 

SOIGNEE EEGINOS soigne (carefully done) [adj] 

NARDINE ADEINNR NARD, fragrant ointment [adj] 

DRAINER ADEINRR one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

TAINTED ADEINTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 

TARDIER ADEIRRT TARDY, late (coming or occurring after expected time) [adj] 

TARRIED ADEIRRT TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

ATTIRED ADEIRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S] 

TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TERTIAL AEILRTT flight feather of bird's wing [n -S] 

INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ANEURIN AEINNRU thiamine (B vitamin) [n -S] 

INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

STANINE AEINNST one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S] 

SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj] 
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INSTATE AEINSTT to place in office [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SATINET AEINSTT thin satin [n -S] 

ARTSIER AEIRRST ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 

TARRIES AEIRRST TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

TARSIER AEIRRST nocturnal primate [n -S] 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 

ARTISTE AEIRSTT skilled public performer [n -S] 

ATTIRES AEIRSTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

IRATEST AEIRSTT IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

RATITES AEIRSTT RATITE, flightless bird [n] 

STRIATE AEIRSTT to mark with striae [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

AEDILES ADEEILS AEDILE, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

BEGONIA ABEGINO tropical herb [n -S] 

COINAGE ACEGINO act of making coins [n -S] 

LEARNED ADEELNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LATENED ADEELNT LATEN, to become late [v] 

ALERTED ADEELRT ALERT, to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v] 

ALTERED ADEELRT ALTER, to make different [v] 

RELATED ADEELRT RELATE, to give account of [v] 

TREADLE ADEELRT to work foot lever [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

STANDEE ADEENST one who stands because of lack of seats [n -S] 

DEAREST ADEERST DEAR, greatly loved [adj] / much-loved person [n -S] 

DERATES ADEERST DERATE, to lower rated capability of [v] 

REDATES ADEERST REDATE, to date again [v] 

SEDATER ADEERST SEDATE, calm (free from agitation) [adj] 

LEANERS AEELNRS LEANER, one that leans (to deviate from vertical position) [n] 

LATEENS AEELNST LATEEN, sailing vessel [n] 

LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj] 

ELATERS AEELRST ELATER, click beetle [n] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STEALER AEELRST one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n -S] 

AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST]  

REDLINE DEEILNR to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RELINED DEEILNR RELINE, to line again [v] 

LENITED DEEILNT LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

RETILED DEEILRT RETILE, to tile again [v] 

DENIERS DEEINRS DENIER, one that denies (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

NEREIDS DEEINRS NEREID, sea nymph [n] 

RESINED DEEINRS RESIN, to treat with resin (viscous substance obtained from certain plants) [v] 

DESTINE DEEINST to determine beforehand [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ENDITES DEEINST ENDITE, to indite (to write or compose) [v] 

DETINUE DEEINTU action to recover property wrongfully detained [n -S] 
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DIESTER DEEIRST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

DIETERS DEEIRST DIETER, one that diets (to regulate one's daily sustenance) [n] 

REEDITS DEEIRST REEDIT, to edit again [v] 

RESITED DEEIRST RESITE, to site again [v] 

ERUDITE DEEIRTU scholarly (resembling scholar (learned person)) [adj] 

LIERNES EEILNRS LIERNE, connecting part in Gothic vaulting [n] 

RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v] 

LENITES EEILNST LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

LISENTE EEILNST SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S] 

TENSILE EEILNST tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v] 

STERILE EEILRST incapable of producing offspring [adj] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

BANDIER ABDEINR BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

BRAINED ABDEINR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

REDBAIT ABDEIRT to denounce as Communist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRIBADE ABDEIRT lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S]  

LIBRATE ABEILRT to move from side to side [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TRIABLE ABEILRT subject to judicial examination [adj] 

BANTIES ABEINST BANTY, bantam (small fowl) [n] 

BASINET ABEINST medieval helmet [n -S] 

BAITERS ABEIRST BAITER, one that baits (to lure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

BARITES ABEIRST BARITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

REBAITS ABEIRST REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

TERBIAS ABEIRST TERBIA, oxide of terbium [n] 

CAIRNED ACDEINR CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

DANCIER ACDEINR DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

CARLINE ACEILNR carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n -S] 

ARTICLE ACEILRT to charge with specific offenses [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECITAL ACEILRT detailed account [n -S] 

TALCIER ACEILRT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

ARCSINE ACEINRS inverse function to sine [n -S] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS metallic element [n -S] 

CARNIES ACEINRS CARNIE, carny (carnival (traveling amusement show)) [n] / CARNY [n] 

ACETINS ACEINST ACETIN, chemical compound [n] 

CINEAST ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

TUNICAE ACEINTU TUNICA, enveloping membrane or layer of body tissue [n] 

ATRESIC ACEIRST ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

CRISTAE ACEIRST CRISTA, part of cell [n] 

RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

STEARIC ACEIRST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [adj] 

DEFIANT ADEFINT showing defiance (bold opposition) [adj] 

FAINTED ADEFINT FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

HANDIER ADEHINR HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 
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AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

INARMED ADEIMNR INARM, to encircle with arms [v] 

MEDIANT ADEIMNT type of musical tone [n -S] 

READMIT ADEIMRT to admit again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PARDINE ADEINPR pertaining to leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

DEPAINT ADEINPT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAINTED ADEINPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PATINED ADEINPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

INVADER ADEINRV one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

RAVINED ADEINRV RAVIN, to raven (to eat in ravenous manner) [v] 

DEVIANT ADEINTV one that deviates from norm [n -S] 

DIPTERA ADEIPRT DIPTERON, dipteran (two-winged fly) [n] 

PARTIED ADEIPRT PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PIRATED ADEIPRT PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

TARDIVE ADEIRTV having symptoms that develop slowly [adj] 

DIETARY ADEIRTY system of dieting [n -RIES] 

INFLATE AEFILNT to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INFARES AEFINRS INFARE, reception for newlyweds [n] 

FAINEST AEFINST FAIN, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

FAIREST AEFIRST FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

HERNIAL AEHILNR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [adj] 

INHALER AEHILNR one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n -S] 

LATHIER AEHILRT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

HERNIAS AEHINRS HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

NEARISH AEHINRS NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

SHEITAN AEHINST shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S]  

HASTIER AEHIRST HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 

MANLIER AEILMNR MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MARLINE AEILMNR rope used on ship [n -S] 

MINERAL AEILMNR naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n -S] 

RAILMEN AEILMNR RAILMAN, railroad employee [n] 

AILMENT AEILMNT physical or mental disorder [n -S] 

ALIMENT AEILMNT to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MALTIER AEILMRT MALTY, resembling malt [adj] 

MARLITE AEILMRT type of marl [n -S]  

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PRALINE AEILNPR confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n -S] 

PANTILE AEILNPT roofing tile [n -S] 

RAVELIN AEILNRV type of fortification (act of fortifying (to strengthen against attack)) [n -S] 

INLAYER AEILNRY one that inlays (to set into surface) [n -S] 

VENTAIL AEILNTV adjustable front of medieval helmet [n -S] 

PLAITER AEILPRT one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

PLATIER AEILPRT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

IRATELY AEILRTY IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adv] 

REALITY AEILRTY something that is real [n -TIES] 
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TEARILY AEILRTY in teary (tearful (full of tears)) manner [adv] 

MARINES AEIMNRS MARINE, soldier trained for service at sea and on land [n] 

REMAINS AEIMNRS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

SEMINAR AEIMNRS advanced study group at college or university [n -S] 

ETAMINS AEIMNST ETAMIN, etamine (loosely woven fabric) [n] 

INMATES AEIMNST INMATE, one who is confined to institution [n] 

TAMEINS AEIMNST TAMEIN, garment worn by Burmese women [n] 

IMARETS AEIMRST IMARET, Turkish inn [n] 

MAESTRI AEIMRST MAESTRO, master of art [n] 

MISRATE AEIMRST to rate (to estimate value of) incorrectly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SMARTIE AEIMRST smarty (obnoxiously conceited person) [n -S] 

MURIATE AEIMRTU chloride (chlorine compound) [n -S] 

PANIERS AEINPRS PANIER, pannier (large basket) [n] 

RAPINES AEINPRS RAPINE, taking of property by force [n] 

PANTIES AEINPST PANTIE, woman's or child's undergarment [n] / PANTY [n] 

PATINES AEINPST PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

SAPIENT AEINPST wise person [n -S] 

SPINATE AEINPST bearing thorns [adj] 

PETUNIA AEINPTU tropical herb [n -S] 

RAVINES AEINRSV RAVINE, narrow, steep-sided valley [n] 

NAIVEST AEINSTV NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

NATIVES AEINSTV NATIVE, original inhabitant of area [n] 

VAINEST AEINSTV VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

TAWNIES AEINSTW TAWNY, light brown color [n] 

WANIEST AEINSTW WANEY, wany (waning in some parts) [adj] / WANY [adj] 

VAUNTIE AEINTUV boastful (given to boasting) [adj] 

PARTIES AEIPRST PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PASTIER AEIPRST PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n -S] 

PIRATES AEIPRST PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

PRATIES AEIPRST PRATIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

TRAIPSE AEIPRST to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RAVIEST AEIRSTV RAVEY, characteristic of rave (all-night dance party with fast electronic music) [adj] 

VASTIER AEIRSTV VASTY, vast (of great extent or size) [adj] 

VERITAS AEIRSTV truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n -ATES] 

WAISTER AEIRSTW seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n -S] 

WAITERS AEIRSTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WARIEST AEIRSTW WARY, watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

WASTRIE AEIRSTW wastry (reckless extravagance) [n -S] 

OREGANO AEGNOOR aromatic herb used as seasoning [n -S] 

ROOTAGE AEGOORT system of roots [n -S] 

GOONIER EGINOOR GOONY, stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

AREOLAS AAELORS AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

AUREOLA AAELORU halo [n -E, -S] 

IODINES DEIINOS IODINE, nonmetallic element [n] 
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IONISED DEIINOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

ELISION EIILNOS act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S] 

ISOLINE EIILNOS isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IOLITES EIILOST IOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj] 

TABORIN ABINORT taborine (taboret (small drum)) [n -S] 

CAROTIN ACINORT carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

CORTINA ACINORT membrane on some mushrooms [n -S] 

ATROPIN AINOPRT atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 

WAITRON AINORTW server in restaurant [n -S] 

ARIETTA AAEIRTT short aria [n -S] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

ALIGNED ADEGILN ALIGN, to arrange in straight line [v] 

DEALIGN ADEGILN to withdraw allegiance to political party [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEALING ADEGILN business transaction [n -S] / DEAL, trade or do business [v] 

LEADING ADEGILN covering or border of lead [n -S] / LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [v] 

GLADIER ADEGILR GLADY, having glades (open space in forest) [adj] 

GLAIRED ADEGILR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE, to glair [v] 

LIGATED ADEGILT LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

GAUDIER ADEGIRU GAUDY, tastelessly showy [adj] 

AGISTED ADEGIST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

LEASING AEGILNS falsehood [n -S] / LEASE, to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent [v] 

LINAGES AEGILNS LINAGE, number of lines of printed material [n] 

SEALING AEGILNS hunting of seals [n -S] / SEAL, to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage [v] 

LINGUAE AEGILNU LINGUA, tongue or tonguelike part [n] 

UNAGILE AEGILNU not agile (able to move quickly and easily) [adj] 

GLAIRES AEGILRS GLAIRE, to glair (to coat with egg white) [v] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

GELATIS AEGILST GELATI, GELATO, Italian ice cream [n] 

LIGATES AEGILST LIGATE, to bind (to tie or secure) [v] 

GUINEAS AEGINSU GUINEA, formerly used British coin [n] 

AUGITES AEGISTU AUGITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NOTATED ADENOTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

ROTATED ADEORTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

REALTOR AELORRT trademark [n -S] 

RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S] 

RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

TONNEAU AENNOTU rear seating compartment of automobile [n -S, -X] 

SERRANO AENORRS small hot pepper [n -S] 

NOTATES AENOSTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

ROASTER AEORRST one that roasts (to cook with dry heat) [n -S] 

ORATURE AEORRTU oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S] 

ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 
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TOASTER AEORSTT device for toasting [n -S] 

OUTRATE AEORTTU to surpass in rating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTONED DEINNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

DOTTIER DEIORTT DOTTY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

LORINER EILNORR lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n -S] 

TORTILE EILORTT twisted; coiled [adj] 

TRIOLET EILORTT short poem of fixed form [n -S] 

REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

INTONES EINNOST INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

TENSION EINNOST to make tense [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

TONIEST EINOSTT TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY [adj] 

RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n] 

ROISTER EIORRST to revel (to engage in revelry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KERATIN AEIKNRT fibrous protein [n -S] 

ANEARED AADEENR ANEAR, to approach (to come near or nearer to) [v] 

AERATED AADEERT AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATES AAEERST AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AUREATE AAEERTU golden (of color of gold) [adj]  

SIENITE EEIINST syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

ELODEAS ADEELOS ELODEA, aquatic herb [n] 

OILSEED DEEILOS seed from which oil is pressed out [n -S] 

DRAGNET ADEGNRT net for trawling [n -S] 

GRANTED ADEGNRT GRANT, to bestow upon [v] 

TANGLER AEGLNRT one that tangles (to bring together in intricate confusion) [n -S] 

ARGENTS AEGNRST ARGENT, silver [n] 

GARNETS AEGNRST GARNET, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

STRANGE AEGNRST unusual or unfamiliar [adj -R, -ST] / fundamental quark [n -S] 

GAUNTER AEGNRTU GAUNT, emaciated [adj] 

RINGLET EGILNRT curly lock of hair [n -S] 

TINGLER EGILNRT one that tingles (to cause prickly, stinging sensation) [n -S] 

RESTING EGINRST REST, to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity [v] 

STINGER EGINRST one that stings (to prick painfully) [n -S] 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

ADENOID ADDEINO enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n -S]  

RADIOED ADDEIOR RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

IODATED ADDEIOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

TOADIED ADDEIOT TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

ACARINE AACEINR acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n -S] 

CARINAE AACEINR CARINA, carinate anatomical part [n] 

HETAIRA AAEHIRT hetaera (concubine) [n -I, -S] 

AMENTIA AAEIMNT mental deficiency [n -S] 

ANIMATE AAEIMNT to give life to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AMIRATE AAEIMRT rank of amir [n -S] 

PATINAE AAEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [n] 

APTERIA AAEIPRT APTERIUM, bare area of skin between feathers [n] 
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VARIATE AAEIRTV to vary (to become or make different) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

AWAITER AAEIRTW one that awaits (to wait for) [n -S] 

INTIMAE AEIIMNT INTIMA, innermost layer of organ [n] 

AIRTIME AEIIMRT time when broadcast begins [n -S] 

ADORING ADGINOR ADORE, to love deeply [v] 

DOATING ADGINOT DOAT, to dote (to show excessive affection) [v] 

GORDITA ADGIORT stuffed and fried pocket of cornmeal dough [n -S] 

ANTILOG AGILNOT number corresponding to given logarithm [n -S] 

ORIGANS AGINORS ORIGAN, marjoram (fragrant herb) [n] 

SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

SOARING AGINORS sport of flying in heavier-than-air craft without power [n -S] / SOAR, to fly at great height [v] 

AGONIST AGINOST one that is engaged in struggle [n -S]  

GITANOS AGINOST GITANO, Spanish gypsy [n] 

AUTOING AGINOTU AUTO, to ride in automobile [v] 

OUTGAIN AGINOTU to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORGIAST AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n -S] 

ENDORSE DEENORS to sign back of negotiable document [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DENOTES DEENOST DENOTE, to indicate (to point out) [v] 

OERSTED DEEORST unit of magnetic intensity [n -S] 

TEREDOS DEEORST TEREDO, bivalve mollusk [n] 

TOLUENE EELNOTU flammable liquid [n -S] 

SOLERET EELORST solleret (sabaton (piece of armor for foot)) [n -S] 

OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OBELIAS ABEILOS OBELIA, marine hydroid [n] 

COADIES ACDEIOS COADY, sauce made from molasses [n] 

CODEIAS ACDEIOS CODEIA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

CELOSIA ACEILOS flowering plant [n -S] 

MELODIA ADEILMO type of organ stop [n -S] 

OEDIPAL ADEILOP pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex [adj] 

MIAOUED ADEIMOU MIAOU, to meow (to make crying sound of cat) [v] 

ADIPOSE ADEIOPS animal fat [n -S]  

ADENINE ADEEINN alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

READIER ADEEIRR READY, prepared [adj] 

EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

LEARIER AEEILRR LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

BANDORE ABDENOR ancient lute [n -S] 

BROADEN ABDENOR to make broad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABORTED ABDEORT ABORT, to bring forth fetus prematurely [v] 

BORATED ABDEORT BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

TABORED ABDEORT TABOR, to beat on small drum [v] 

NOTABLE ABELNOT person of distinction [n -S] 

BLOATER ABELORT smoked herring [n -S] 

RETABLO ABELORT retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

BORANES ABENORS BORANE, chemical compound [n] 

BOASTER ABEORST one that boasts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n -S] 
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BOATERS ABEORST BOATER, one that boats (to travel by boat (watercraft)) [n] 

BORATES ABEORST BORATE, to mix with borax or boric acid [v] 

REBATOS ABEORST REBATO, rabato (wide, lace-edged collar) [n] 

SORBATE ABEORST sorbed substance [n -S] 

ACORNED ACDENOR ACORN, fruit of oak tree [adj] 

TACNODE ACDENOT point of contact between two curves [n -S] 

CORDATE ACDEORT heart-shaped [adj] 

REDCOAT ACDEORT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

CORNEAL ACELNOR CORNEA, part of eye [adj] 

LACTONE ACELNOT any of group of esters [n -S]  

CROTALE ACELORT small cymbal [n -S] 

LOCATER ACELORT one that locates (to determine position of) [n -S] 

CANOERS ACENORS CANOER, one who canoes [n] 

COARSEN ACENORS to make coarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNEAS ACENORS CORNEA, part of eye [n] 

NARCOSE ACENORS characterized by stupor [adj] 

OCTANES ACENOST OCTANE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

COASTER ACEORST sled [n -S] 

COATERS ACEORST COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

OUTRACE ACEORTU to run faster or farther than [v -D, -CING, -S] 

MADRONE ADEMNOR madrona (evergreen tree) [n -S] 

APRONED ADENOPR APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

OPERAND ADENOPR quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n -S] 

PADRONE ADENOPR master or boss [n -S, -NI] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

NOTEPAD ADENOPT number of sheets of paper glued together at one end [n -S] 

NOVATED ADENOTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

ADOPTER ADEOPRT one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

READOPT ADEOPRT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLOATER AEFLORT one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOREAT AEFLORT may he/she/it flourish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOAT AEFLORT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANETHOL AEHLNOT anethole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LOATHER AEHLORT one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n -S] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

HOARSEN AEHNORS to make hoarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

EARSHOT AEHORST range within which sound can be heard [n -S] 

OUTHEAR AEHORTU to surpass in hearing [v -D, -ING, -S] 

ALMONER AELMNOR one that distributes alms [n -S] 

LOMENTA AELMNOT LOMENTUM, loment (type of plant pod) [n] 

OMENTAL AELMNOT OMENTUM, fold in abdominal membrane [adj] 

TELAMON AELMNOT male figure used as supporting column [n -ES] 

POLENTA AELNOPT thick mush of cornmeal [n -S] 
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VERONAL AELNORV sedative drug [n -S] 

VOLANTE AELNOTV moving with light rapidity -- used as musical direction [adj] 

ANOLYTE AELNOTY part of electricity-conducting solution nearest anode [n -S] 

PROLATE AELOPRT extended lengthwise [adj] 

LEVATOR AELORTV muscle that raises organ or part [n -ES, -S] 

ENAMORS AEMNORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

MOANERS AEMNORS MOANER, one that moans (to utter low, mournful sound) [n] 

OARSMEN AEMNORS OARSMAN, person who rows boat [n] 

ENAMOUR AEMNORU to enamor (to inspire with love) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NEUROMA AEMNORU type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

AUTOMEN AEMNOTU AUTOMAN, automobile [n] / pl. of automan [n] 

MAESTRO AEMORST master of art [n -RI, -S] 

OMERTAS AEMORST OMERTA, code of silence about criminal activity [n] 

PERSONA AENOPRS character in literary work [n -E, -S] / public role that person assumes [n -S] 

TEOPANS AENOPST TEOPAN, teocalli (Aztec temple) [n] 

AUTOPEN AENOPTU device for imitating signatures [n -S] 

NOVATES AENOSTV NOVATE, to replace old contract with new one [v] 

ESPARTO AEOPRST perennial grass [n -S] 

PROTEAS AEOPRST PROTEA, evergreen shrub [n] 

SEAPORT AEOPRST harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n -S] 

OUTRAVE AEORTUV to surpass in raving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OUTWEAR AEORTUW to last longer than [v -WORE, -WORN, -ING, -S] 

DEORBIT BDEIORT to come out of orbit [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORBITED BDEIORT ORBIT, to move or revolve around [v] 

BONIEST BEINOST BONY, full of bones [adj] 

ORBIEST BEIORST ORBY, resembling circle or sphere [adj] 

CTENOID CDEINOT comblike (resembling comb) [adj] 

DEONTIC CDEINOT pertaining to moral obligation [adj] 

NOTICED CDEINOT NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

CORDITE CDEIORT explosive powder [n -S] 

LECTION CEILNOT portion of sacred writing read in church service [n -S] 

COINERS CEINORS COINER, one that coins (to make coins (metal currency)) [n] 

CRONIES CEINORS CRONY, close friend [n] 

ORCEINS CEINORS ORCEIN, reddish brown dye [n] 

RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

COENURI CEINORU COENURUS, tapeworm larva [n] 

NOTICES CEINOST NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

SECTION CEINOST to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EROTICS CEIORST EROTIC, amatory poem [n] 

HORDEIN DEHINOR simple protein [n -S] 

THEROID DEHIORT resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

MINORED DEIMNOR MINOR, to pursue specific subordinate course of study [v] 

POINTED DEINOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

DOWNIER DEINORW DOWNY, soft (yielding readily to pressure) [adj] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S]  

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 
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PERIDOT DEIOPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PROTEID DEIOPRT protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

LOFTIER EFILORT LOFTY, extending high in air [adj] 

TREFOIL EFILORT plant having ternate leaves [n -S] 

FORTIES EFIORST FORTY, number [n] 

OUTFIRE EFIORTU to surpass in firing [v -D, -RING, -S] 

HOTLINE EHILNOT direct communications system for immediate contact [n -S] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

HEROINS EHINORS HEROIN, addictive narcotic [n] 

INSHORE EHINORS near shore [adj] 

ETHIONS EHINOST ETHION, pesticide [n] 

HISTONE EHINOST simple protein [n -S] 

HERIOTS EHIORST HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

HOISTER EHIORST one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n -S] 

SHORTIE EHIORST shorty (one that is short) [n -S] 

MOTLIER EILMORT MOTLEY, composed of diverse elements [adj] 

PROLINE EILNOPR amino acid [n -S] 

POTLINE EILNOPT row of electrolytic cells [n -S] 

TOPLINE EILNOPT outline of top of animal's body [n -S] 

VIOLENT EILNOTV marked by intense physical force or roughness [adj] 

TOWLINE EILNOTW line used in towing [n -S] 

POITREL EILOPRT peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

POLITER EILOPRT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

OVERLIT EILORTV OVERLIGHT, to light excessively [v] 

MERINOS EIMNORS MERINO, fine wool [n] 

MESTINO EIMNOST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MOISTEN EIMNOST to make or become moist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MONTIES EIMNOST MONTY, full amount expected or possible [n] 

SENTIMO EIMNOST monetary unit of Philippines [n -S] 

EROTISM EIMORST sexual excitement [n -S] 

MOISTER EIMORST MOIST, slightly wet [adj] 

MORTISE EIMORST to join or fasten securely [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRISOME EIMORST organism having one chromosome in addition to usual diploid number [n -S] 

ORPINES EINOPRS ORPINE, perennial herb [n] 

PINTOES EINOPST PINTO, spotted horse [n] 

POINTES EINOPST POINTE, ballet position [n] 

POUTINE EINOPTU dish of french fries and cheese curds topped with gravy [n -S] 

ENVIROS EINORSV ENVIRO, advocate for preservation of natural environment [n] 

RENVOIS EINORSV RENVOI, expulsion by government of alien [n] 

VERSION EINORSV to create new account or description from particular point of view [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWIER EINORSW SNOWY, abounding in snow [adj] 

TOWNIES EINOSTW TOWNIE, nonstudent who lives in college town [n] / TOWNY [n] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 

REPOSIT EIOPRST to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RIPOSTE EIOPRST to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ROPIEST EIOPRST ROPEY, ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [adj] / ROPY [adj] 
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POUTIER EIOPRTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 


